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in character from the old, it was incomplete and incoherent ;
the glamour of Empire remained, but much of the reality was
gone.
Empire implied universality, and Charlemagne had been
ruler of almost all of Christian Europe. This could not be
said of Otto, for the important kingdom of the West Franks
lay outside his control. Still less was it true of his successors
a century later, when England became an important power
and the Christian kingdoms of Spain were rapidly expanding,
The Emperor was not ruler of the West but only the chief
among Western rulers. His Empire was confined to the
three kingdoms of Germany, Italy, and Burgundy.1 There
was some compensation in the expansion of Germany eastward
beyond the limits of Charlemagne's Empire. This also made
more evident, what had been true even in the time of Charle-
magne, that the Empire was Germanic rather than Roman.
Empire also implied an autocratic Emperor, and this,
with certain limitations, had been fulfilled in the person of
Charlemagne.    It  was  far  otherwise   with   Otto   and  his
successors.   Feudal, centrifugal forces had upset the central-
ised system of Charlemagne.   The difficulties of the king were The govern-
the same in Italy as in Germany, and were met by Otto in mer^ of the
much the same way.    The greater nobles — marquises, who
ruled over several counties — were placated by conciliatory
methods, but again chief reliance was placed upon the
bishops. In Italy the cities had always had a peculiar
importance, and the bishop's authority over his city dated
from* Roman times. They were, therefore, more valuable
allies even than the German bishops. As in Germany, Otto
added to their territorial authority and possessions, and used
them as a check on the lay nobles ; at the same time he kept
a careful control over elections. He thus acquired powerful
adherents, especially in Lombardy, and in this way ensured
a measure of uniformity in the government of the two
kingdoms.
Fundamentally, however, the two kingdoms were distinct. The immedi-
The source of Otto's power lay in Germany ;  in Italy he was a^and the
a foreigner, and though the Italians were accustomed to effe^g ^ the
foreign rule, they were never constant in allegiance to a union of
Italy and
1 Otto exercised a suzerainty over Burgundy.   It was not, however, part Germany
of the empire until the reign of Conrad II.

